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Ayame sohma age

Ayyme Soma (摩 綾⼥ Soma Ayyme) is a fictional character from manga and anime series Fruit Basket. Yuki Soma's older brother (and antithesi), he is passionate, expressive and anything but gentle talk. He often realizes too late that he has hurt other people emotionally by his egocentricity. Ayame becomes the snake
of the Chinese zodiac when he is embraced by the opposite sex, when his body is under a large amount of stress, or when he gets too cold or too hot. He is one of the members of the Makudachi Trio, consisting of the three oldest members of the zodiac. The other two are Shigure Soma and Hatori Soma, who are also
his best friends. Ayyme is also one of the few members of Jyūnishi who has never been harmed by Akito Soma directly or indirectly (Kagura Soma and Rigsu Soma are the only others). The relationship with Yuki Ayyyme is one of the oldest cursed members of the Soma clan. He and Yuki didn't get along very well, until
Ayyme asked Yuki if he could go to a parent-teacher meeting in place of his parents, wanting to make amends for all the times in Yuki's childhood when Ayyme sold it. While Yuki still disapproves of Ayme's outrageous attitude and overly royal behaviour, he admits Ayyme is somewhat credible (which Ayyme believes
should send a Text Hatori immediately with the news). Ayame in animal form The fact that Yiame and Yuki are members of Jyūnishi is quite unusual, since it is very rare that any of Jyūnishi are siblings at any time. Because their mother failed to force Ayyme to bend, she turned to Yuki and controlled every aspect of her
life. Yuki was elated and unstable in her attempts to gain status and wealth in the family, while she was unfazed and idle in her attempts to deny her wishes. Since then, the two have been in significantly better conditions. Ayyme has a men's cosplay shop (which he brings to himself), specializing in male fantasies. For
most people, the place is quite strange, since Ayyme has received orders for some very strange things. Ayame and his assistant, Mina Kuramae (pronounced me-nay), design and sew the clothes themselves. Mine often wears clothes that she makes. In manga and anime, you see her in the maid's clothing. She likes to
pick up some particularly cute girls who come to the store and make them try on clothes. She also likes to change her fashion style depending on her mood and the situation that surrounds her. The fashion possibilities are endless! (anime and/or manga) Manga later reveals Mine is a friend of Ayyyme and a seamstress
of the store, comfort Ayame designs dresses, erotic, as some or all of them can be. An article on the Wikimedia tohru Honda list (full figure center right) with members of the Soma family affected by zodiac curses. The heroes of the fruit basket were created by Natsuki Takaya in manga written and illustrated by her.
Manga is a series in 136 chapters in the monthly manga magazine Hannah do Yume between January 1999 and November 2006 and collected in 23 volumes tankōbon from Hakusensha. [1] The series was adapted as a drama disc distributed as an advertising record with hannah's feed to Yume and as a 26-episode
anime series broadcast by Studio DEEN, originally broadcast on Tokyo television between July 5 and December 27, 2001. [3] Manga is licensed in English by Chuang I in Singapore,[4] Madman Entertainment in Australia and New Zealand,[5] and Tokyo Pop in North America. [6] Anime is licensed in English by
FUNimation Entertainment, which distributes it in North America, in the United Kingdom through Revelation Films, and in Australia and New Zealand through Madman Entertainment. The series tells the story of Tohru Honda, an orphan who, after meeting Yuki, Kyo and Shigure Soma, learns that thirteen members of the
Soma family are possessed by the animals of the Chinese zodiac and are cursed to turn into animal forms when they embrace someone of the opposite sex or their bodies are under great strain. As the series progressed, Toru met the rest of the zodiac and the mysterious head of the family, Akito Soma, and eventually
decided to break the curse that burdened them. The spelling used here are those that are given in the official DVDs in region 1 and English manga. The names are given in the Western sequence, with the family's last name. In interviews, Tohru Honda was the first character she created for the series,[7] with Yuki and
Kyo Soma soon after. When asked how she got out of Toru, she said: I thought that for a girl to accept the feelings of others, that there must be a somewhat unusual way to look at things, so as not to be crushed by so much empathy. But I'm still worried that I need something else to get her out. And then the thought: Oh,
yes, I'm going to get her to use super polite language and use it incorrectly! came to me all at once. After that, her hero is finished in no time. [9] Takaya named Tohru, usually used only for men, because he liked to give male names to female characters to balance them. In addition, Takaya chose to call her Tohru-kun,
using an honorary name typically used for boys because she thought it was a more dignified address. [9] The Next Takaya Symbols were Yuki, Kyo and Shigure Soma, and these Kyo is the first character whose personality and seems to have really hit me... without any hesitation. [11] According to the book of heroes from
the fruit basket, she has a Yuki dress in Chinese style clothes because she likes them. She added that she believed they matched his arrogant nature and that she had deliberately gave Yuki and Kyo different tastes to distinguish them. [13] Takaya describes these four characters as the main actors, Tohru, Yuki, Kyo and
Shigure. The first character she develops after them is Kissa Soma, who she describes as in competition to be the first or second most beautiful character. [14] Takaia named most of the cursed Somas after months in the Japanese lunar calendar, which corresponds to their zodiac animals. [15] The exceptions are
Kureno and Momigi, whose names were changed by mistake; [16] Kyo, which as a cat is not part of the official zodiac; And Yuki. According to the author, there are no other names that do not have special meanings. [18] The family and friends of Tohru Honda Main Article: Tohru Honda Voice by: Hiroko Konishi (1999
Drama CD), Yui Hori (2001 Anime, 2005 Drama CD), Manaka Iwami (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Laura Bailey is an orphan in 透 high school who, at the beginning of the story, began living with Shigure, Yuki and Kyo Soma in exchange for the household. She likes to cook, describes herself as an excellent housewife and
has a job after school as an office cleaner to pay her tuition fees so as not to be a burden to her grandfather. She is portrayed as polite, optimistic, extremely kind and selfless; [21] [22] Several other characters, including Kyo, Rin and Saki, told her that she had to take care of herself and not burden everyone else. In the
original Japanese, Tohru spoke formally (see Honorary Word in Japanese), but not always correctly,[9] a habit she picked up from her father Katsuya after she was three, as a way to replace it in her mother's eyes. Toru Kioko's mother raised her alone until she died in a car accident shortly after Tohru entered high
school, a few months before the story began. Tohru repeatedly calls Kioko the most important person in his life and treasures her photo; When she falls in love with Kyo, she feels guilty about being unfaithful in her mother's memory. [28] In the first half of the series, as Tohru learns about the zodiac and its impact on
those she loves, she becomes desperate, and when she learns that the dangerous Akito is the god of the zodiac, she decides to break the curse. It was only later that she admitted that she wanted mostly to free Kyo. [22] Despite the difficulties, both external and personal, Tohru stubbornly continued to insist on his goal
and eventually liberated Kyo and her friends. [32] In The last chapter, she moved with Kyo to another city so that he could continue his martial arts training, and the last pages show that they had a son and a granddaughter. In the sequel to the fruits basket series another, Toru and Kyo marry three children, their eldest
son Hajim acts as a male hero. Arisa Wototani Voice by: Yuka Iime (2001 anime, 2005 Dramatic CD), Azumi Tanezaki (2019 anime) (Japanese); Arissa Fakri (2001) is a former member of あ the gang (janke, the Japanese version of the American murgue image) and one of Toruさ's closest friends. Arissa is portrayed as
tough, frightening and sometimes violent; [36] She wears long skirts, sometimes wears a lead tube and often speaks like a man (see Gender differences in spoken Japanese). Arissa is tall for a girl, and after claiming that she wants to reach 1.8 m in height. [37] It is particularly competitive with it and quarrels with it. Her
childhood was troubled: her father was an alcoholic, and her mother left him for another man when Arissa was young; Arisa joined an all-female band called Women in Fifth Grade and idolized Kioko Honda's reputation from her days in the band. When Arisa met Kioko's daughter in middle school and then Kioko herself,
she was shocked by the change from the leader's gang to finishing a mother, but became friends after Kioko helped her escape her gang. With this year's mother, she swore at Kioko's grave to care for Toru and in their parental protection of Toru, marked by Kyo and Yuki,[39] Arisa was depicted as a mysterious and
direct father. Toru calls her Uo, and her manga symbol is fish, the meaning of the first kanji (in her surname). Arisa worked several different part-time jobs during the series; In one of them, in a convenience store, she meets Kureno Soma and is immediately attracted to him, although she worries about their nine-year
difference. [41] They met a second time a few days later when he almost kissed her after having lunch, but then refused to see her again because of his promise to stay with Akito,[42] and she tried to re-educate him. When Kureno left Akito, Arissa helped him move out, telling him that she had been waiting for him all
along,[43] and in the last chapter he was preparing to move in with him. [33] Saki Hanaima is chowd by: Yuko Minaghucci (1999 Dramatic CD) Reiko Yasuhara (2001 Anime, 2005 Dramatic CD), Stomi Sana (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Saki Hanajima (2001) is one of Toru's closest friends. She is depicted as very astute;
[44] and behaves in a manner of contaminants. Saki is often seen or make Tohru or Arissa's hair when she's not in class. According to an author's note, unlike the Gothic lollita, she loves shuo manga and novels and buys a copy of Shigure Som's Heartthrob. Toru calls her Hannah, and her manga symbol is a small
flower, the meaning of the first kanji (and) of the surname. Saki had trouble controlling her abilities when she was young, and blamed herself for the near-fatal collapse of a boy who harassed her. Like Arisa, Saki was extremely protective of Toru, who was the first at school to accept her, which helped her moisturize
power over her powers. [46] She wore black nail polish and (when not in school uniform) black dresses, often with a veil or veil,[47] Saki's habits began before she met Toru as a way of signaling guilt. [46] With Arisa, she promised at the grave of Toru's mother to take care of Toru, and in their near-parental protection,[39]
she acted as the mother number. She used her reputation to send poisonous waves to protect Tohru from the malice of Yuki's fan club. She has a close relationship with her family, which accepts and nurtures her gifts, especially her younger brother Megumi, who also has mental abilities. When Saki saw Kazuma Soma,
when he came for a parenting meeting and a teacher of Kyo, she called him beautiful,[49] and later at the Cinderella Variety concert, she sought kazuma to talk to him. [50] Kyo was sufficiently disturbed by the idea of Saki in relation to his foster father that she and Arissa annoyed him with the possibility. [51] However, in
the last chapter, Saki works as a chef in the dojo of Kazuma. In the sequel to the Fruits Basket series another, she has a son named Rio Mosca. Katsuya Honda (勝) is the deceased father of Tohru Honda and husband of Keiko Honda. It appears only in manga in retrospect. Katsuya usually speaks formally (see
Honorary Speech in Japanese) as a way of distance from the world,[52] a habit that, according to his father, later Tohru accepted. [26] He met Kioko as a middle school teacher and acknowledged that her rebellious behavior was as much about protection as his alumni; [53] In turn, Kioko initially described his



mannerisms as a false courtesy. Despite their eight-year age difference (he was 23 years old, she was 15 years old), they fell in love; He helped her set aside her gangster lifestyle and they married after she graduated from high school. Three years after Tohru was born, Katsuya died of pneumonia during a business trip.
[52] Kioko Honda Voiced: Reiko Yashahara (2001 anime), Miyuki Sawashiro (2019 anime) (Japanese); Julie Mayfield (2001) Lydia McKay (2019) is the late Kioko Honda 今(2019) in messy and sni00, prized by Tohru. At the middle school, Keiko is the leader of an all-female Bozoku gang called the Red Butterfly Suicide
Squad, the name that comes from how the lights on the motorcycle are supposed to look like a red butterfly at night. Toshru told Kyo Soma that her mother was ignored and rejected by her parents and fell in love with a teacher named Katsuya Honda, who confronted her when her parents denied it after fighting the
gangs. Katsuya and Kioko married after leaving their middle school and had a daughter, Toru, and Kioko learned how to work alongside Katsuya. She was devastated by her husband's unexpected death and almost committed suicide before remembering her three-year-old daughter. [52] Because of his experience,
Kyoko raised Toru to believe that everyone should feel necessary,[52] and helped Arissa leave her own gang. Toru calls Kyoko the most important person in his life and repeats his mother's emotional wisdom throughout the series. Kioko died a few months before the series began when she was hit by a car. Kyo
attended the incident, but he couldn't save her without begging her, and she hears her last words like I'il never forgive you. [13] In chapter 135, a retrospective of her final moments shows that she holds no contagious will towards Kyo and actually tries to say I will never forgive you if you do not keep your promise to
defend Toru, an act of charging Kyo to protect Toru. [18] Kyoko has never maliceed against kyo. Soma Members Cursed Members Akito Soma Glasni by: Curasaki Ukaba (2001 Anime), Maaya Sakamoto (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Chad Clyne (2002 anime), Colleen Klinsenbard (2019 anime) Kid Akito Glass by: Yuka
Iime (2001 anime) (Japanese); Anime Anime is the head摩 慊 of the Somme family and very fragile. Akito is revealed to be a woman in manga. He often gets sick and runs fever, and Hatori Soma claims that half of his doctor's work is prone to Akito, which he says specializes in the sick. [59] Akito's age was not given, but
he was a few years younger than Ritsu and was thought to be at least twenty by Shigure. [42] [19] Akito was depicted as short tempered and offensive, and he physically and emotionally suffered many of the somas, including Hatori, Rin, Hiro, Kissa, Yuki and Kyo. While part of the Family Curse of the Somme, Akito is not
possessed by the spirit of the Chinese zodiac, but rather performs the role of the jade emperor, a figure from the stories of the origin of the zodiac; she describes herself as the god of the zodiac, the one who controls the zodiac and the master of their souls. Kazuma Soma told Tohru Honda that with the rest of the zodiac,
Akito was a figure of awe with which they had a blood connection. [61] a mother, Ren Soma, denies that zodiac relationships are real, and Akito is obsessed with proving her mistake. [62] Once the members of the zodiac are old enough, she wishes to make them live in the Somme for the rest of their lives in an endless
banquet. [63] Akito initially allowed Tohru to live with Shigure because she believed Toru would come to reject Yuki and Kyo because of the curse,[64] and when they learned instead that outsiders could accept them and thus move away from Akito, she most hated Tohru. In anime, Akito and Tohru come to
accommodation centered on Akito's fears of dying young, which is the effect of the curse described only in the anime. In manga, through Tohru's efforts to break the curse, Akito comes to realize that by sticking to the relationship, she hurts as much as others and lets him go. [32] In the first anime series, Akito was
biologically male. In manga, Akito is a woman, but she was raised as a boy by her mother Ren, and it was not until chapter 97 that it was revealed that Akito was biologically female. [3] Ren decided to raise Akyto as a man because he was ashamed of the birth of a girl who was a god of the zodiac and receiving more
attention than her husband Akira. [67] The only other Somas who knew about Akito's biological sex were the oldest four zodiac members: Kureno, Shigure, Hatori and Ayyme. After the curse is broken, Akito begins to dress as a woman and live in the last chapter Shigure, in which she is in love, moves with her. [33] Yuki
Soma Glass by: Aya Hisakawa (Drama CD, 2001 Anime), Nobunaga Shimazaki (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Kate Bristol (2001) is the youngest brother of Ayyme摩 由希. Yuki is portrayed as an attractive, reserved and accomplished young man with many admirers, but who finds it friendly difficult. When Yuki was young,
his mother gave control of him to Akito Soma, who kept him separate from the rest of the zodiac and convinced him that no one liked him; [19] Because of this, Yuki has low self-esteem and feels isolated. [29] He was known as Prince Yuki and Prince at a school where he had a fan club headed by Motoko Minagawa, who
tried to protect him from other admirers, as a result of which Yuki was further isolated[71] and he was under pressure from his popularity to become president of the student council despite his doubts. Yuki, however, wants to be with people like friends, rather than admiring distant places, and envious of both Kyo Soma
and Kakeru Manabe with others. [73] Yuki was touched when confronted with the prospect of erasing his memory of the Family Secret of the Somme, Tohru Honda her friend,[75] who no one had asked him before. With Tohru's help, Yuki gradually managed to open the lid on her feelings, and in the summer after she
began living in Shigure's house, Yuki confessed to herself that he loved her. [77] When Yuki was about six or seven years old, he fled Akito. Yuki has always had feelings for Tohru because he actually needs it. [78] However, he later admitted to Manabi that he was looking for a figure mother and found her in Toru. Like
Rat Yuki, he despises the current cat, Kyo, even though he is envious and despised by his attempts to defeat him. Even when he realizes the true nature of his feelings for Toru, Yuki feels uncomfortable when he recognizes her and Kyo's growing feelings for each other. Yuki is attracted to Maki Kuragi, treasurer of the
student council, who also has a traumatic childhood, and falls in love with her. When she knows That Kao will profess her love for Toru, Yuki meets Mackie and is with her when his curse is lifted, and then the first thing he does is hug her. [32] In the last chapter, he gave Mac a key to his new apartment, where he would
live while attending university. [33] Kyo Soma Voiced by: Tomokazu Seki (Drama CD, 2001 Anime), Yuma Uchida (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Jerry Jewell (2001) (in English) (Soma摩 夾 Kyo) is cursed by the cat, an animal that is not in the Chinese zodiac zodiac, but which legend says it was if the rat hadn't sneered at
missing the induction feast (see zodiac origin stories). In an author's note, Natsuki Takaia describes Kyo's character as a powerful force that draws the story of the fruit basket. [83] Kyo is depicted as a young man with orange hair who is short and charismatic, if initially awkward around people; Arissa once called him an
anger management boy, and Yuki Soma expressed their envy for their easy grooming. He is also competitive and can easily be manipulated into doing things he doesn't want to do by turning it into a competition - especially against Yuki. As a cat, Kyo hates Yuki, the current Zodiac Rat, whom he sees never having to
work hard for anything,[39] and has dedicated his life to defeating him. Shortly before the start of the series, Kyo made a bet with Akito: if he beat Yuki in a battle before graduating from high school, he would be officially accepted as part of the zodiac; but if he doesn't, Kyo will be confined to the Somme mansion for the
rest of his life. Despite many months of rigorous preparation, however, Kyo is never a decent hit on Yuki. [86] Their rivalry is related to Tohru, who likes them, but she worries even more when they do not The two eventually told each other that during an argument, they envied each other and despised each other and
reached a truce because of Tohru. [88] At the beginning of the story, Kyo moved into Shigure's house with Yuki and Toru. When Kyo was young, his mother died in an incident that was said to be suicide over his son's curse, and after his father rejected him, Kazuma Soma accepted it. The two love each other as father
and son,[89], but Kazuma insists that he continues to live with Shigure because he believes Toru helped him open up. [90] In addition to his foster father, however, Kyo rebuffed people who wanted to help him because he was ashamed of the real shape of the cat – a grotesque, disgusting, monster that he became when
he removed from his juzu bead bone bracelet. [89] When Tohru saw his true form, however, she followed him to ask him to stay with her, which strengthened their relationship. [89] However, Kyo blames himself for the death of Toru's mother, whom he could have saved, at the risk of becoming a cat, and he is shaken by
Kyoko's last words: I will never forgive you... [57] As the story progressed, Kyo fell in love with Toru, but refused to subject her to the pain he was convinced he would cause - so when she admitted to loving him, he rejected her, calling himself disappointed. It was only when Arisa, Saki and Yuki impressed him how deeply
his rejection hurt Tohru that he was given the courage to accept it, and when he finally confessed, his curse lifted - along with the rest of the zodiac. [32] In the last chapter, he and Tohru moved from Shigure's house and prepared to go to another city, where he would study in another dojo in preparation for hereditary
kazumas, and the final pages showed that they had a son and a granddaughter. [33] Shigure Soma The Voice of: Ryōtarō Okiayu (Drama CD, 2001 Anime), Yuichi Nakamura (Anime) (Japanese); John Burgmeier (2019) Shigure Soma is the dog of the Chinese zodiac呉 and owner of the house where he, Tohru,摩 Yuki
and Kyo live. He is a writer who publishes literary novels under his own name and scoops romances under the pen names. His most successful name was Noah Kirithani, which he used for his erotic tv series Summer-Colour Sigh. He's best friends with his cousins Lotori and Ayyime, and he and Ayyme like to pretend to
be lovers. Image copyright Natsuki Takaia Image caption Natsuki Takaia described Shigure as a troubled child In anime, Shigur is depicted as a lazy and dirty mind who takes nothing seriously,[95] and with an affection for mocking people - especially his editor Mitzuru, but also Kyo, Yuki, Toru and Ritsu. In manga, he
behaves in the same way, but is also shown to be manipulative: [97] he admits from the beginning of The Hatori that he used as a pawn for some deeper purpose and calls himself the most blazing of all, because he is willing to sacrifice everyone to get what he wants. [18] More than once, he provoked Akito with
apparently atypical reactions that created other confrontations, such as Akito's visit to the summer beach house in volumes 10–11. [109] Shigure admits that he eventually hopes that the disturbance Toru has caused will further weaken the curse of the zodiac and give Tohru advice on how to break it. [28] Shigure's
deepest feelings were for Akito, and he once had sex with Akito's mother, Ren, because he was upset that although he secretly felt like a shigure, she slept with Kureno. [60] After all, it is assumed that the Shigur peoples were directed to Akito's release from the curse and the need to live as a man so that he could have it
for himself. He gave Akito a kimono dressed when she announced that he would live as a woman,[68] and in the last chapter, he moved in with Akito in the main house of the Somme. [33] Shigure wears a kimono unless he has to leave his home for business, which, according to Takaya, is his way of embodying himself
in the spirit of things as a writer. [100] Takaya gets its name from the tenth month, shiguruki or autumn rainy month, which is the month of the dog, on the traditional Japanese calendar. [101] Kagura Soma Voice by: Yuri Shiratori (Drama CD), Cotono Mitsushi (2001 anime), Rie Kugimiya (2019 anime) (Japanese);
Meredith McCoy (2001 anime), Ia Ballard (2019 anime) kagura Soma摩 楽羅 is the gooey of the Chinese zodiac. She is portrayed as a girly young woman[102] with great strength, and the impulsive behavior associated with those born in her zodiac years. [103] The latter is often in the form of striking and beating beating,
with whom she claims to be engaged. When Kagura was seven and Kyo was 5 years old and alone because he carried the curse of the cat, she played with him, and one day threatened to propose to her (using a knife in the manga, a stone in the anime). After the nature of her love was questioned by Rinne, Kagura
eventually admitted to Kyo that her love was based on regret,[104] as did Kazuma was afraid of Toru and that she had clung to it because it was easy compared to the cat. After Kyo told her that he could not love her, she claimed to give up hope of winning it[104], but still loved Kyo and took care of him; [10] When Toru
confessed to Rin that she loved Kyo, Kagura impulsively punched her, saying that the one who said him was Kyo himself. According to an author's note, Kagura is an older sister who is always ready to help. She attended the local college while living with her parents, who were shown taking on a double-liquid character in
her stride with Rinne. Kagura is the only woman of the zodiac who were not injured by Akito. Takaya gets its name from the eleventh month, kagurazuki or month of Shinto song and dance, which is the month of the Pig, on the traditional Japanese calendar. [101] Momiji Soma Voiced: Miki Nagasawa (Drama CD), Ayaka
Saitovo (2001 anime), Megumi Khan (2019 anime) (Japanese); Kimberly Grant (2001 anime), Mikaela Krontz (2019 anime) is摩 the rabbit of the Chinese zodiac. His father, one of the richest members of the Soma family, was Japanese, while his mother was German (they spoke German and Japanese in manga, but
only Japanese in the anime). Momigi is depicted as a sweet, cheerful and arrogant boy who hides a sad family life behind his sunny university. In an author's note, Takaya describes him as Somas's most comfortable with his spiritual possession and the most successful of the boys. [109] Momiji is older than he initially
seemed, and Tohru was surprised to learn that he was only a year younger than her. To Kyo's horror, Momigi wore the girls' version of their high school uniform in shorts instead of a skirt,[110] until he grew up at the beginning of the second year and turned to the boy's uniform. [111] He lived alone in the Somme family
and was raised by servants. [109] His mother learned of the zodiac when she first detained him, just after he was born and repelled; Dettori later erased his memory that Momigi was her son. Her attitude towards him was so violent and unpredictable that even if she saw him, she would make her petrified. Finally, she
asked Hatori to erase her memories and said that the greatest regret of her life.. is that this creature came out of my body1. Therefore, his younger sister Momo did not know that he was her older brother, although she was interested in him and began taking violin lessons because he played the violin. [113] Despite his
upbringing, Momigi was astute to others and emotionally strong. In chapter 115, his curse is broken before the rest of the zodiac,[67] and he decides one day to leave Akito, despite the latter's pleas and threats. [114] Momiji dragged into Tohru very quickly, including kissing her when they first met her and hugging her
when they were officially introduced despite his curse. Sometimes she helps Tohru in her evening job as an office cleaner in one of her father's buildings and once replaces her when she has a cold. He is very fond of Toru and even opposes Akito to protect her. [29] He later warned Kyo that if he did not act on his
feelings for Toru, someone else, like him, could steal it. [111] In the last chapter, Momiji tells Hatsuharu and Rin that he hopes to find a friend as wonderful as Toru. [33] Takaya gets its name from the ninth month of the traditional Japanese calendar, or month of autumn leaves; [100] It was supposed to be named the third
month, the month of the hare, but according to the author it confused his and kureno positions in the zodiac. In the sequel to the Fruits Basket series another, Momigi has a daughter named Mina. Hatori Soma voice: Kazuhiko Inue (2001 anime), Kazuyuki Okitsu (2019 anime) (Japanese); Kent Williams is the 摩 horse of
the Chinese zodiac. He was a private physician of the Soma family and was responsible for suppressing memories (using a form of hypnosis that is transmitted in his genus) by those who discovered the family secret of the Somme,[50] as their childhood teammates. Hatori is portrayed as a tall, gloomy man who rarely
entertains the subgroups of his best friends, Shigure and Ayyme. He is often the only one who can limit Ayme's worst behaviour and is the only person Shigure trusts enough to talk about his schemes. He takes his duties to the Soma family and as a doctor seriously, and warns Tohru of the dangers of getting involved
with the family. In a note from the author, Natsuki Takaya described it as the best material for the actor's marriage. [116] When his curse was activated, Hatori became an 8cm long seahorse. [118] According to Shigure, this is a sign that the curse of the zodiac has weakened. Two years before the series began, he was
engaged to Kana Soma, an assistant in the doctor's office. [59] The relationship ended when Hatori asked Akito for permission to marry Cana and in response to Akito attacking Hatori (in the anime, throwing a vase), leaving him almost blind in his left eye; Akito blames Khanna for the incident, and she feels so guilty that
Lotori is forced to suppress her memory of her relationship to alleviate her suffering. After Khanna married someone else, Shigure manipulated Hatori to meet Khanna's best friend, Mayuko Shiraki, who secretly always liked him. [119] [120] In the last chapter, Hatori invited Hatori on vacation in Okinawa. [33] Takaya
derives from the name of The Hatori of the fourth month, konohatorizuki or month of making leaves [of silkworms]. In the sequel to the Fruit Basket series, others, Lotori and Mayuko marry daughter Kinu. Hatsuharu Soma Voice by: Akio Suyama (Drama CD, 2001 anime), Makoto Furukawa (2019 anime) (Japanese);
Justin Cook (2001), Morgan Berry (2019) Hatsuharu Soma is the Ox of the Chinese Zodiac摩 溌. Hisukaru is depicted as having an in Yang personality that reflects the traditional characteristics of Ox in the zodiac. [123] He is the older brother of the younger members of the zodiac and is usually calm and calm, but if
provoked, he may be angry. Sosom calls these two sides of his personality white and black; his hair is white with black roots, and his zodiac shape is a black and white stain Ox. [123] He had a reputation in the family for being a little silly, and when he was a child, he blamed Yuki Soma, the current Rat, for the story of
how the Rat tricked Ox into becoming the first in the zodiac. After Yuki asked Hatsuharu if he believed he was stupid, he realized the mental trap and has loved Yuki ever since. Hatsuharu is in love with Rin Soma and has a secret relationship with her again. He defended those he cared for, especially Rin, Yuki, Kissa and
Hiro, and after standing up and almost hitting Akito to restrain Rin,[125] and looking for Kissa when she fled the house. Hiro admires Hatsuharu as a brother figure, even calls him Haru-nii (big brother Haru), but also believes haru is too kind to everyone for his own good. [126] [50] Hatsuharu had a bad sense of direction
and once lost for three days in another city while looking for Kyo to challenge him. [127] He likes to annoy Kyo in a way that is dead; In turn, Goo called it obscene for saying Momigi should wear the girls' uniform until he was older. [109] He usually wears various jewelry and leather accessories, which, according to an
author's note, he makes himself. Natsuki Takaya gets its name from the first month, hatsuharu, which means new year or early spring, which is the month of Ox, from the traditional Japanese calendar,[12] although its name is written with a different kanji from this month. Ayame Soma Voice by: Takehito Koyasu (Drama
CD), Mitzuru Miyamoto (2001 anime), Takahiro Sakura (2019 anime) (Japanese); Christopher Sabbath is the snake of摩 綾⼥ the Chinese zodiac, and the young man with very long silver hair and striking eyes that Tohru makes him look like Yuki. Ayame is portrayed as vibrant, passionate, self-confident and self-
centered, with a brow for annoying Yuki and Kyo (one of the few things they initially agreed on), and is often hurt by Yuki and Kyo in response. In a note to the author, Natsuki Takaya describes him as a drainage person to meet in real life. Despite his age, he refers to himself with the pronoun of boyish origin boku (see
Japanese pronouns). He runs a shop named after himself, which sells bespoke romantic costumes such as wet dresses and girls with the help of Moi Kuramae, his seamstress. Ayyme is best friends with Shigure and Hatori, who are the same age; While together with Ayyyme's outrageous personality,[9] Hatori is the only
one, according to Shigure and Takaya, who can limit Ayyime's worst behavior. [129] Like a snake, Ayame is particularly susceptible to cold. [12] When Ayme was in high school, he was president of the Student Council[130] and was proud that Yuki followed him. [131] Ayyme fears nothing of not being recognized. When
Ayyme was young, he completely ignored Yuki and even once forgot Yuki's name, but during the series he realized he would be completely alone, only with Yuki as a company when he grew up. This prompted yuki to win the love he was trying to make by demanding it from Yuki,[13] and later trying a more careful way to
prove Yuki might depend on him. As the series progressed, Yuki gradually accepted Ayyme as a brother and even tried to understand him. When Ayame is freed from the curse, the first thing he does is embrace Mine Kuramae and admit that he loves her. [32] Takaya was given the name Ayame (usually a female name,
which means iris, or blood iris to be more specific) than the fifth month, ayamezuki or iris month, which is snake month, on the traditional Japanese calendar. In the sequel to the fruits basket series another, Ayame and Mya are married with two children, Hibika and Chizuru. Kissa Soma voice: Kaori Uzuka (2001 anime),
Reina Ueda (anime) (Japanese); Kate Bristol摩 杞紗 is the tiger of the Chinese zodiac. She is depicted as a sweet but very shy and withdrawn girl. In the author's notes, Natsuki Takaya describes her as being the first or second most beautiful character as a girl. When Tohru first meets her, Kissa tends to bite when, in
her animal form, she is seen as a little tiger biting anyone who approaches her or her off. When Kisa started seventh grade, her classmates harassed and weakened her because of her naturally curly hair and golden eyes, the effect of her curse, and the reason for her shyness. Because she is ashamed of bullying, she
does not tell her worried mother what is happening and stops talking; when this further frightened her mother, she ran away and found her Hatsuharu. [134] She also saw Hatsuharu as an older brother figure. Tohru Honda, who became very fond of Kisa's disaster because she was once harassed, helped Kissa get out of
her shell, and Kissa became very fond of Tohru, calling her a chan (translated as a big sister in both English manga and subtitled anime, and as a sisi in the English dubitira anime). [72] [135] He sometimes got frustrated with Hiro because of his treatment with Toru. Kisa liked Hiro and was injured when he withdrew from
it to protect her from Akito, much like Hisujaru was injured by Rinne. [126] As the series progressed, Kisa struggled with shyness, and the feeling that it is an important achievement to directly congratulate Kyo, instead of relying on Hiro to speak for her. [111] In the last chapter, she is seen holding Hiro's hand and they are
supposed to be a couple. Kissa is a fan of the fictional anime series Mogeta, which she sometimes observes with Tohru and Hiro. It is called Sat-chan, using only the last syllable of its name, by Shigure and Hiro's mother. Takaya made its name from the second month, kisaragi or change of month, which is the month of
the Tiger, on the traditional Japanese calendar. [121] Hiro Soma Glass by: Yuriko Fuchizaki (2001 anime), Yo Taichi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Annie Demke (Anime) (2001) is a ram摩 燈 or sheep of the Chinese zodiac and loves Kissa more than anything. They were best friends in elementary school. When he told Akito
he was in love with Kissa, Akito became angry. Kisa was then beaten by Akito (for no reason for her), but Hiro knew that his confession led Akito to attack Kisa. While visiting Kissa at the hospital, Hiro, shocked, confused and sad, thought it would be better to stay away from Kissa. When she started middle school, Hiro
tried to ignore her, thinking it would protect her from Akito's attacks. When he found out she had been chosen by the other children, he couldn't do anything as it would be awkward to suddenly protect her after months of ignoring her. Hiro accidentally saw Akito push Isuzu out of the window, which later caused Hiro some
stress because he found out about Hatsuharu and Isuzu, and a witness to Isuzu being pushed out of the window by Akito, something Haru would never forgive. Rin and Akito forced him not to tell Haru about the incident he witnessed, but in the end he worked with courage, thanks to his little sister Quinata, to tell Haru
and Kissa the secrets he hid for Akito's actions. He tends to criticize people and looks older than he is, but often regrets what he says to others when he is aware of how insensitive his remarks can be. His mother is one of the most convenient for his transformation. In chapter 118 he is released from the curse before
most of the zodiac, and the first thing he does is hold his baby sister, Hinata, for the first time. The final chapter suggests that he and Kissa are a couple because she holds her hand and his tender comforting position for Tocher's impending movement. Natsuki Takaya gets its name from the seventh month, fumirogecuki
or publication month, which is the month of the goat, on the traditional Japanese calendar. [101] Ritsu Soma is voiced by: Myina Tominaga (2001 anime), Kenggo Cavanishi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Mike McFarland(English) Kid Ritsu Glass by: Sarah Hussey (2001 Anime), Caitlin Barr Anime[137] Ritsu Soma (chinese:
摩) 津 the monkey of the Chinese zodiac. He is portrayed as a handsome but unstable young man with very low self-esteem and a penchant for overreacting. He apologises for everything, even for things that are not his fault. [138] At that time he took over from his mother,[138] the hostess of the Soma family,[139],
whose position was to take over. [100] As cursed by the monkey, Ritsu is blessed with quick reflexes and an extremely agile body; he is able to react quickly and climb the high pitches easily. Ritsu dresses in women's clothes because she says she then feels less pressure from society and initially messes with Tohru
Honda's wife because of her long hair and beauty. Shigure likes to play with Ritzu's insecure and inevitable, as well as his editor Mitsuru. [12] When Ritzu and Mitzuru met, they realized they had this in common,[142] and in one of the first fan books, he and Mitzuru were a couple. [13] In the last chapter of manga, Ritsu
gives Kagura one of his female kimonos, trimming his hair and not dressed as a girl. Natsuki Takaya derives its name from the eighth month, odakaritsuki or month rice harvest, which is the month of the Monkey, on the traditional Japanese calendar. In an author's note, Takaia says he regrets how little Ritsu has played
in the main story, seemingly five times in total. [140] Isuzu Soma voice from: Hoho Kwashima (Drama CD), Aki Toyosaki (2019 anime) (Japanese); Brina Palencia was born in 1999 and has been 摩 Soma Isuzu. It is often called Rin because it is an alternative read of The Kanji, the second kanji of her given name. It is tall
and initially has a thigh length dark hair; According to an author's note, Natsuki Takaya originally designed it with very short hair, but then long made her mimic the of a horse mane in the wind. Takaya fans describe Rin as the character in charge of sexiness. Rin is portrayed as stubborn and independent,[147] to the
extent that she cannot be dependent on anyone else,[24] traits associated with those born during the zodiac zodiac years; she is also in sharp language, but concerned about others. When Rin was young, her parents behaved affectionately and gave in to her, unlike the parents of many cursed Somas, but when she
asked if they were happy, the strain of pretending to benefit her shattered the facade, after which they ignored and abused her to the point that she was hospitalized and panicked. Then her parents kicked her out, and Rin moved into Kagura Soma's home. [149] Rin and Hatsuharu had romantic and sexual relations that
began before the series began. When Akito finds out about this, Rin claims full responsibility for the protection of Akito pushes her out of the window; while recovering in the hospital, Rin parted ways with Hatsuharu to protect him and avoid burdening him, but without explaining why. [150] [108] In order to free Hatsuharu,
Rin began looking for a way to break the curse and asked Kazuma,[152] Shigure and Ren Soma for help, although she resisted the help of tohru Honda, which she thought was too good for her own good. [24] Ren offered to help if Rin stole a treasure (black box) from Akito, but Rin was caught by Akito, who confined her
to the cat's prison and cut it off; After being liberated from Kureno, she reconciled with Hatsuharu, accepting his support. She also accepted Tohru's help because of the kindness of the latter,[154] and grew as a defense of her like Hatsuharu's, getting angry when someone upset or hurt her. [62] After the zodiac
banishment was interrupted, Rin could not understand how others could continue, as if Akito's abuse had not happened, and in the last chapter she was still angry. [33] Takaya gets its name from the sixth month, isuzukuretsuki or month of the last cool spring days, which is the month of the horse, on the traditional
Japanese calendar. [101] Kureno Soma Voice by: Susumu Chiba (Drama CD), Yuhihiro Umehara (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Kureno Soma is a former 摩, 野, a former rustic chinese zodiac. According to Natsuki Takaya, while still cursed, he did not want others to see his animal species, which was a sparrow, not a
rooster. Arissa Wootani describes Kureno as being Toru for his superb courtesy and scattered idiosyncrasies, and Saki Hanajima and Akito Soma compare their selflessness to That of Toru. In his mid-teens, about ten years before the series began, Kureno's curse was somehow broken, but because of Akito's suffering,
he promised never to leave. [42] Kureno and Akito had sexual relations, and when Shigure learned of it some time before the series began, he slept with Akito's mother, Ren. [158] Akito kept Kureno away from the rest of the family to hide that he was no longer cursed, and Kureno did most of Akito's work as head of the
family. As a result, Kureno was so protected that he was 26 when he first visited a convenience store where he met Arissa. [41] Despite their mutual attraction, he remained far from it because he claimed that Tohru, on his promise to Akito. However, when Akito locks Rin Soma away to steal his father's box, Kureno
releases it. [155] With the collapse of the zodiac, Kureno admits that he was partly responsible for being too obedient, and Akito pushed him in the back. [136] When Kureno was released from the hospital, comes out of the somme with the help of Arisa, and in the last chapter Arissa prepares to move with him. In the
author's note, Takaya describes him as the loneliest of the people affected by the curse because of his isolation. [160] He never blamed Akito for his injury and still felt responsible for caring for her. He says the best he can do for her is to erase its existence. From here, she's moving out of Soma's house. Takaya gets its
name from the third month of the traditional Japanese calendar, kurenoharu or late spring; [100] It was to be named the ninth month, the month of the Rooster, but according to the author it confused Momigi's positions in the zodiac. [16] The members of the Kazuma Soma group read: Norichino Inue (Japanese) Toshiyuki
Morikawa (2019 anime); Dameon Clark (voiced by: Mickey Macy (2001 anime), Ayaka Anase (2019 anime) (Japanese); Haven Tubbs (2001) is a karate摩 籍真 master who runs a dojo near the Family Home of the Somme family, where he teaches several of the younger Somas, including Kyo, Kagura, Yuki and Hatsou.
It's usually spoken as Shish, which means master. In an author's note, Takaia says that although he paints him young, his age is almost 40. Takaya also claims to be clumsy with his hands and has no sense of taste, and he is portrayed as so bad at cooking that he doesn't know how to make tea. [60] His daily order was
cared for by his assistant in the dojo, Kunimitsu Tomoda. [163] When he was a child, during their only meeting, Kazuma was evil to his grandfather simply because his grandfather was cursed by the cat. His grandfather had offered him a sweet one, but Kazuma rejected him, saying he was cursed, and instead of getting
angry, his grandfather simply smiled at him and forgave him. His cruelty on the only date haunted him as he grew up, and to apologise after Kyo's mother died, he accepted and raised the current cat, Kyo, as his foster son, and came to think of him as his son. Kazuma thinks well of Tohru and hopes that her love for Kyo
will be as sincere, not regrettable, as his grandmother was to his grandfather; [107] Both to test Tohru's feelings and show Kyo that he could be accepted by others, despite his curse, Kazuma forced Kyo to show his true form of Tohru. [89] After Rinne was hospitalized a second time during the series, he took her to
recover so that she would not have to live in the family he had done before. [22] In the last chapter, Saki Hanaima took a job as a chef in kazuma's dojo, and she implied that they were in a relationship, but according to Natsuki Takaya in Fan Book - Kat, Kazuma only saw her as a classmate of Kyo's. [33] Ren Soma,
voiced by: Ai Orikasa Caitlin Barr is 摩 楝 Akito's mother. She is depicted as an elegant but obsessive woman with long black hair, similar to that of Isuzu Soma. Ren is important to history because of the disclosure of Akitos' gender. If Akito had been raised a woman, shigure would not have been cut off from her body (if
it were not for him, he would have been just a pervert who was) and the curse would most likely have been broken before Thorru's time. According to an author's note, Takaya designed Akito and Ren to look alike; [166] Schigger argued that if Akito had been raised as a woman, she would have looked a lot like Ren,[67]
and Toru, having misquoted Ren's vote for Akito. [113] Rennes and Akito are extremely antagonistic to each other; Shigure notes that she is obsessed with her child and her dead husband. [64] Her background and age were deliberately obscure from Takaya. [166] Ren was originally a somme maid who won Akira's
heart, the only one noticing his loneliness and treating him with kindness rather than just the head of the household. When she conceived and her child received, as the new god of the zodiac, more attention than she did, and then turned out to be female instead of a true male heir, she feared that the baby would replace
her in akira's heart and wanted Akyto to be raised as a man. [42] Before his death, Akira told Akyto, but not Ren, that Akyto's place in the curse was proof that his relationship with Ren was special. [158] In order to feed Akito's fear of being abandoned, Ren constantly claimed that Akito's relationship with the zodiac was
false, not true love Akito claimed; To prove him wrong, Akito tries to make him a zodiac beast dedicated to her (Akito). [158] After Akito began sleeping with Kureno Soma some time before the series began, Ren told Shigure to make him jealous and then seduced him into infuriating Akito. When Rin Soma turns to Ren
for breaking the curse, Ren lies and promises to tell Rin that if he steals a black box owned by Akyto, he says it contains akira's spirit; [67] Later, later trampled by Shigur, Ren threatened Akito with a knife to take the box, only to learn that it was as empty as the obsession. [158] Ren did not appear afterwards, although
Akito mentioned that Ren had rejected attempts to reconcile after the zodiac curses had been destroyed. Kana Soma voice from: Harui Anao (2001 anime), Minami Tsuda (2019 anime) (Japanese); Lbee Smith (anime 2001), Cara (2019 anime) is the Somme, which is not part of the main摩 仮 family and is therefore not
based on the details of the Soma family's curse. Khanna was Akito's lover, much to Akito's horror. When Akito tells Akito that she intends to marry Canna, Akito takes on punishing Hatori and injuring one of her eyes, which she provokes experience for Khanna. Yes Yes Yes Worse, Akito tonani Khanna's injuries and guilt
led her to believe that she wanted to marry Hatori was a mistake she shouldn't have made, as she was unable to lift the family curse. As a result of the guilt, Khanna was unable to live normally after the incident, which eventually led to Hastori having to erase her memories. She later married another man, believing that
she was involved in Hatori was just restless love. Kyo's father, speaking: Shinobu Matsumoto (2019 anime) (Japanese); E. Bailey (anime), Aaron Roberts (2019) (English) the biological father of Kyo Soma. Mother of Kyo vowels: Miki Nagasawa (2001 anime), Atsuko Yuya (2019 anime) (Japanese); Wendy Powell
(English) died mother of Kyo Soma. She was one of the few Soma parents who adopted her cursed child until she killed herself when he was about 7-8 years old. Okami Soma The Voice of: Junko Yamamoto (2001 anime), Sachiko Kojima (2019 anime) (Japanese); Julie Mayfield is the mother of Ritsu Soma摩 Okami摩
She is one of the few Soma parents to accept their cursed child. Momiji's father voiced by: Toshihiko Saki (2001 anime), Junichi Yanagita (2019 anime) (Japanese); E. Bailey (anime 2001), Ben Bryant (English) Father of Momigi and Momo Soma. He is one of the few Soma parents to accept their cursed child. Momigi's
mother, voiced by: Azusa Nacao (2001 anime), Takako Honda (2019 anime) (Japanese); Elise Baoman is momiji and momo soma's mother. Momo Soma voiced by: Saya Tanaka (2019 anime) (Japanese); Megan Shipman (2019 anime) Momo Soma (Soma摩 Momo) is the younger sister of Momiji Soma. She appears in
the sequel, now as an adult, and knows that she and Momiji are siblings. Ayyyme&apos;s mother,&quot;Yuki&quot; is vowels by: Sayaka Ohara (Japanese); Morgan Garrett and Yuki Soma. Soma maiden voiced by: Hitomi Shogawa (Japanese); Linda Leonard is one of the oldest maidens of the Soma Clan. He's been
raising Akito Soma since he was a little girl. She respects Akito terribly and wishes to neglect her terrible actions because she feels justified because Akito is God. Kissa's mother, glasena: Harui Anao (2001 anime), Aya Endo (2019 anime) (Japanese); Cynthia Krantz (2001 anime), Jessica Kavanagh (2019) (2019)
Mother of Kissa. She is one of the few Soma parents to accept their cursed child. Satsuki Soma voiced by: Miako Takahashi (Japanese); Erica Mendez is 摩 mother of Hiro and Hinata. She is one of the few Soma parents to accept their cursed child. Isuzu's parents, voiced by: Masayuki Katô (father) and Fuyuka Ono
(mother) (Japanese); Robert They are the parents of Isuzu Soma. When Rin was young, her parents behaved like gentle and devoted to her, unlike the parents of many cursed Somas, but when she asked if they were happy, the pressure of pretending to benefit her shattered the facade, then ignored and abused her
until she was hospitalized and developed panic. Then her parents kicked her out. Other characters Megumi Hanajima The Voice of: Omi Minami (2001 anime), Yukiyo Fujii (2019 anime) (Japanese); Holly Townson (2001) is Saki 恵's younger brother. Kakeru Manabe, voiced by: Kenichi Suzumura (Drama CD), Takuya
Eguchi (2019 anime) (Japanese); Aaron Demuke (English) Kakeru Manabe (真鍋, Manabe Kakeru), sometimes referred to as Real Sweat Flies because of the Kanji who made up his name, was vice president of the student council during yuki Soma's presidency. energetic, reminding Yuki of his older brother Ayyme,
[174], whom Kakeru called commander. Yuki also compared Manabi's ability to make friends with Kyo. [74] Manabi sometimes claimed that the student council was a super-Setaic-style Student Defense Force and once tried to get the rest of the student council to choose the colors of their team. When Yuki asked
Manabe's younger half-sister, Mac, what her favorite color was, Manabe later claimed to know her favorite color was red. Although she says so loudly that he knew about her, she is in love with Yuki, who is determined by Manabé that his color as president is red. In the author's note, Takaya calls him a good friend and an
evil comrade for Yuki. Manabe is Maci Kuraghi's older half-brother than his father's mistress and defends her because she is still affected by their mother's battle to have a child of her own named Heir. [176] He had a girlfriend named Koaki Ukao (who he called Meat☆Angel for his love of meat). Tajaka notes that they
practically live together, as they are busy with work. Komaki's father drove the car that hit and killed Kyoko Honda, also killed himself. Manabi believed Toru thought she was the only one affected by the incident and confronted Toru on behalf of Komaki, saying she had vomited. He tells her that she acts like she has to
endure the misery of the whole world. However, Komaki was angry with him because he did not respect Tohru's feelings. He realized that his feelings for Koaki were not the same and vowed to better understand other people, and later apologized to Tohru for his offensive behavior. [177] According to Komaki, Kakeru
was a withdrawn, unseemly person, but during secondary school after retiring from the competition Heir to the heir family suddenly becomes the hero Yuki meeting. In the sequel to the fruit basket series another, Kaberu has a daughter, Michi. Maki Kuragi voiced by: Yuki Qaeda (Drama CD), Ai Kakuma (Anime)
(Japanese); Caitlin Glass () Is treasurer伎 真 of the student council during yuki Soma's presidency and a classmate of Hassukaru and Momigi. She's Kakeiro's younger half-sister than her father's wife. [176] Macy is depicted as a quiet, almost emotion-free young woman with accidental destructive behavior, such as
breaking into the council's student room. She fears perfection because she was forced to play the role of heir and was forced to act perfectly. It's hard for her to express herself, which sometimes leads to her making decisions. During their childhood, their mothers competed to have their own child named heir, which
ended when Manabi first retired from running and Macy's mother gave birth to a son. Macy lives apart from her family because her mother believes she resents and is a danger to her younger brother for displacing her, a charge she has not disputed, even though it is a lie. Unlike most girls at school, she doesn't see Yuki
as a prince, but as just another boy, even seeing him as lonely. [50] Her different attitude and problematic behavior caught Yuki's eye and made numerous attempts to befriend her. When Yuki and Manabe visit Machi's apartment, Yuki learns that because of the pressure to be perfect when her mother competes with
Manabé, Machi finds perfection so disturbing that there is a compulsion to marie everything too disturbing, like garbage rooms, walking through the new fallen snow, and breaking into pieces of a new box of chalk. [108] Mackie developed feelings for Yuki, and when Tohru Honda was in the hospital and had to contact
someone, Mackie was able to recognize yuki. Mackie was yuki's friend[179] As the youngest Somas, Mackie liked the fictional anime Mogeta and treasures two character figurines that Yuki gave her. [179] Mitsuru The Voice of AkemiOkamura (2001 Anime), Kianitsu Akasaki (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Cynthia Ganz
(1999) 満. Schieger is called Mitt-chan. A stressed young woman, she is usually shown asking Shigur to complete her manuscripts in time, in response to which Shigur either avoids her or falsely claims he has not finished. His excruciating ordeal pushed her to threaten suicide more than once, Natsuki Takaya said in a
note to the author that Mitzuru thought Shigur was evil. [180] During one such episode, she met Ritsu Soma, with which she later developed a romantic relationship. [143] [180] Mayuko Shoraki voiced by: Naomi Shindo (Drama CD), Hitomi Bathame (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Anastasia Munoz (English) 繭) is Tohru, Kyo,
Yuki, Saki and a teacher of Arisa; what topic she teaches is never given, though in a note to the author, Natsuki Takaya said that she thinks Shiraki fits the image of a literature teacher. Shiraki is depicted as usually good humor, but sometimes aggressive – when he tries to leave the Class of Valentine's Day, he stops
him at the door with a folder on his face and threatens to dye his hair black instead of orange,[182] and once interrupts the struggle between Hharatsuu and Kyo by throwing water over them; She once insisted on a joke after some students approached Mayu-Chan-sensei, who called her Grand Teacher Mauiko. [117]
Her parents, who were worried that Shiraki was not married, ran a bookstore where she sometimes helped. [10] Takaya says in a note to the author that Shiraki is probably sad that she is a woman and secretly unsure how tall she is, but since The Hatori Soma is also tall, they may look pretty good together as a tall
couple. Shiriki was best friends with Khanna, a former fiancee of Hatori, and through her she met Hatori, Schüre and Ayame two years before the series began. While Shiraki is attracted to Hatori, she's glad Khanna and Hatori are happy together. She dated Schieger a month before she broke up, partly because Schieger
was distant and partly because she met him to ease his loneliness. It was a loss when Khanna and Lotori split up because TheHatori erased Khanna's engagement memory. Shiriki still has feelings for Hatori, but she resents Shigur's continued involvement in her life, even as she approaches Hertori. [120] In the last
chapter, Shiraki and Hatori are shown as a couple, with Hatori inviting her on holiday to Okinawa. [33] Kuramae Voiced by: Miki Takahashi (2001 Anime), Yuka Iguchi (2019 Anime) (Japanese); Amber Cotton (2001 anime), Monica Rial (2019 anime) (English) Mine Kuramae (Kuramae) works⾳ in a clothing store on
Ayyme Soma as a designer and seamstress, and lives with him in an apartment above the store. She is portrayed as cheerful, passionate about hair and determined to do anything for Ayame; She takes care of the details she ignores in her enthusiasm, such as getting permission to visit Yuki class. [185] Natsuki Takaya
described her as an amazing person to be able to cope with Ayame. She is particularly enthusiastic about dressing girls in her attire, sparkling at the thought of it,[185] and she is always shown in a uniform on the pretent. According to Ayyme, mine is someone he can trust[187] and Yuki suspects that she is aware of
zodiac curses. When Ayame is freed from the curse, the first thing he does is hug her and admit that he loves her. [32] Motoko Minagawa The Voice of: Kaori Shimizu (2001 anime), (anime for 2019) (Japanese); Jamie Marchi 皆 president of 素 the Yuki Soma Fan Club and a year on. As a devoted fan, she is portrayed as
obsessed and romantic. A fan club forbids any member from being alone with their prince to protect him by not allowing every member to steal it; as such, Motoko hates every girl who comes close to Yuki — in particular Tohru Honda, Kimi Tudu and Maki Kuragi. Motoko and the club's vice president Minami Kinoshita
have undermined numerous plots to undermine Toru, including visiting Saki Hanajima, who they see as defending Tohru with her poisonous waves to find weakness at home and arrange for Toru to take part as a vicious Cinderella stepfather to make her behave badly. [188] The few times Motoko spoke to Yuki, she got
so overworked that all he could do was talk about banal things like what he had for breakfast. [189] At her graduation, she finally admitted to Yuki that she loved him, even though she knew she could not have him, and wished him happiness in the future. [190] Makoto Takai vocally by: Yuji Ueda (2001 anime), Jun
Fukushima (2019 anime); ⽵ the 誠 school board is a strict disciplinary code. Kimi Todo The Voice of: Yukari Tamura (Drama CD), Rumi Okubo (anime 2019); Jeremy Lee was one of two secretaries of the student council during Yuki Soma堂's presidency. Kimmy is portrayed as an outgoing and funny young woman.
[193] She was also a manipulative and mischief machine: when Yuki first met her, she manipulated him into sharing chocolates that the fan club had given him. He often does things that have not been interpreted, and uses charms to get in his way— for example, he flirts with a teacher to get him to give students advice
on a new board. [74] According to Kaberu Manabe, Kimi likes to seduce boys who already have girlfriends. [194] According to an author's note, Kimmy believes that all men love her, and as long as they like her, she can go out with as many people as she wants. She once told other student council members that she was
encouraged to become one by some girls, saying that if you have a beautiful face, people are more likely to forgive you. Kimmy sometimes speaks in the third person, as in Kimmy wants what is a childlike way of speaking Japanese, and calls Yuki by the sweet moniker Yun-Yun. She's good friends with Manabi and
doesn't like most of the girls at the school, especially Yuki's fan club. Oohito Sakuragi voiced by: Jun Fukuyama (Drama CD), Aoi Ichikawa (anime 2019); Mika Solouzod was our secretary at yuki soma, 桜 Sakuragi Oohito. When he meets Yuki, he claims to be Yuki's rival because he has a secret weak in Yuki Motoko
Minagawa's fiction. Oohito is portrayed as a nonsense and short tempered young man who is often angered by the locusts of Kakru Manabe and Kimi Tudu, and has noted that she never attracts him smiling. [196] He worked hard in the duties of the student council and categorically refused to call the council the School
Defense Force, as Manabi wanted. Manabe and Kimi sometimes call him Chibi-sooke (chibi, meaning small and -suke as a regular male end), which annoys him because he is sensitive to his short stature. [190] Kunimitsu Tomoda The Voice of: Shunsuke Hasegawa (Drama CD), Atsushi Tamaru (2019 Anime)
(Japanese); Jason Leybrecht is a personal assistant to 邦 Kazuma Soma in his dojo. Fruit Basket Other Heroes Sawa Mitoma Saoma (苫) is a first-year student at Kaibara High School. She has low self-confidence and is quite timid and shy, but her world changes when she meets the Soma family. Moutsuki Soma
Moutsuki Soma (摩 睦) is the only child of Yuki Soma and Maki Kuragi. He and his cousin Hajim live with their older cousin Kinu Soma to be closer to Kaimara High School. Mutsuki is a second-year student and vice president of the student council. Hajime Soma (摩) is the じめborn child of Honda Kyo Soma and Toru
Honda. He has a younger brother and sister. He and his cousin Moutsuki live with their older cousin Kinu Soma to be closer to Kaymera High School. Hajim is a third-year student as well as president of the student council. Sora Soma Soma (摩 sora) is the daughter of Hatsuharu Soma and Isuzu Soma. She and her twin
brother Riku are first-year students at Kaibara High School. Riku Soma Riku Soma (摩 陸) is the son of Hatsuharu Soma and Isuzu Soma. He and his twin sister Sora are first-year students at Kaibara High School. Michi Manabe Michi Manabe (真鍋, Manabe Michi) is the daughter of Kakeru Manabe and Komaki Ukao.



He's studying for a third year at Kaibara High School. She has a younger brother in middle school named Ku. She acts like an older sister to her cousin Moutsuki Soma, whom she has cared for since she was a child. Shikhi Soma Soma (摩 志岐 Soma Shiki) is the only child of Shigure Soma and Akito Soma. He was a
first-year student at a secondary school and a member of the Go Club (dedicated to the ancient board game), along with his cousin Chizuru Soma and his friend Rio Mosuka. Mina Soma Mina Soma (摩 Soma 那) is the daughter of Moriji Soma, daughter of Moria Soma, who is younger than her brother. She loves
baseball, but she doesn't plan for a future in sports. Instead he wants to inherit his father's business (which he inherited from his father) and expand it. Chizuru Soma (摩) 弦 son of Ayame Soma and mina Kuramae. There's an older sister named Hibika. He is a second-year secondary school student and a member of the
Go Club (dedicated to the ancient board game), along with his cousin Shiki Soma and his friend Rio Mosuka. Hibika Soma Soma (摩 響歌 Hibika) is the daughter of Ayame Soma and mina Kuramae. She's Chizuru's older sister. Like his parents, Hibika is strong and whimsical. She loves fashion and helps take care of the
family clothing boutique while her father and mother are out of town. Kinu Soma Soma (摩 帛) is the daughter of Hatori Soma and Mayuko Shoraki. She's a student. She said she didn't want to become a doctor like her father, but rather doing something that didn't require much effort would be good. Kinu lives in an old
house owned by Soma, which overlooks his two younger cousins, Hajime and Moutsuki, during the school year. Rio Mosca is the son of Saki Hanaima, the son of Saki Hanaima. His father is a foreigner. He is a third-year student at a secondary school and a member of the Go Club (dedicated to the ancient board game),
along with his friends Shiki Soma and Chizuru Soma. According to Rio's uncle, his mother's mysterious mental abilities are not transferred to family members, so it's likely Rio is a normal child. Sawa describes him as calm and gentle. Rurico Kageyama Elitya (蔭保 瑠璃, Kageyama Ruriko) is the daughter of Motoko
Minagawa. Rurico is president of the Soma Fan Club. References ^ 保 23件保21 ~ 23件 [Fruit basket 21-23 volume of 23] (in Japanese). - Hello, Hacusensha. Retrieved August 5, 2009. August 10, 2004. Jake Forbes (ed.). Fruit basket, Volume 4. Alya Lebe and Atena Nibli (translators). Los Angeles: Tokyo pop. 19182-
606-4. Tokyo TV. Retrieved August 9, 2009. ^ Available problems for the fruit basket. Chuang Yi. Archive of the original of 19 January 2008. Retrieved February 19, 2008. In late 2015, Mad Entertainment. Retrieved February 19, 2008. ^ Fruit basket. - Tokyo. Archive of the original of 22 January 2008. Retrieved February
19, 2008. August 10, 2004. Interview with takaya-sensei 2. Fruit basket, Volume 4. Los Angeles: Tokyo pop. 200. 19182-606-4. I thought there wouldn't be enough time, but it all came down to my head. Tohru just appeared and said Hello! The rest came together pretty easily after that. September 11, 2007. Interview by
Natsuki Takaya. Fruit basket fan book - cat. Los - Tokyo. 36. 1-4278-0293-4. ^ September 11, 2007 Interview by Natsuki Takaya. Fruit basket fan book - cat. Los Angeles: Tokyo pop. 37. 1-4278-0293-4. September 11, 2007. Natsuki Takaya, written interview, Part 2. Fruit basket fan book - cat. Los Angeles: Tokyo pop.
172. 1-4278-0293-4. One thing I do, although not an origin for names, is to give male names to female characters to balance them. That's what I did to Tohru. September 11, 2007. Interview by Natsuki Takaya. Fruit basket fan book - cat. Los Angeles: Tokyo pop. 36. 1-4278-0293-4. ^11,000 100 100 1100 Yuki Soma.
Fruit basket fan book - cat. Los Angeles: Tokyo pop. 48. 1-4278-0293-4. There is no specific reason why he loves and wears Chinese-style clothes – I just like Chinese clothes. ^11,000 100 100 1100 Yuki Soma. Fruit basket fan book - cat. Los Angeles: Tokyo pop. 48. 1-4278-0293-4. When I designed Yuki and Kyo's
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